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The present invention relates to iluid valves, and more 
particularly to an improved valve assembly for mixing 
and dispensing carbonated and non-carbonated beverages. 

It is presently a common practice in taverns and soda 
fountains and the like to provide facilities for serving soft 
drinks which include valve mechanisms which are capable 
of properly mixing a plurality of soft drinks from com 
ponents thereof and dispensing the beverages in a ready 
to-drink condition. Heretofore we have developed valve 
assemblies for this purpose which comprise a plurality of 
valves for dispensing a ñavoring syrup or extract and 
one or more valves for dispensing carbonated water, the 
valve assemblies including means to properly mix the 
individual components prior to the liquid being dispensed 
from the valve outlet. For full disclosure of such prior 
developments reference may be had to our co-pending 
applications Ser. No. 97,409, tiled June 6, 1949, now U. S. 
PatentvNo. 2,653,055; Ser. No. 215,205, ñled March 13, 
1,951, now_U. S. Patent No. 2,702,051; and Ser. No. 
282,752, iiled April 17, 1952, now U. S. Patent No. 
2,766,772. - 
While our prior apparatus has been concerned primarily 

with the mixing and dispensing from a single valve as 
sembly of carbonated beverages of a plurality of ñavors, 
we have also found that there is a substantial commer 
cial demand for mixing and dispensing valves of this 
same general nature which are adapted for dispensing both 
carbonated and non-carbonated beverages, the term “non 
carbonated,” as used in this sense, being sufficiently 
generic to contemplate beverages having a comparatively 
low carbonation as well as beverages having no carbona 
tionwhatsoever. . 

Accordingly, it is the primary object of our present in 
vention to provide an improved valve assembly for mixing 
and dispensing a plurality of ilavored beverages wherein 
the valve is adapted for dispensing non-carbonated as 
well as carbonated beverages. 

Another, and lmore specific object of this invention is 
the provision of a valve for mixing and dispensing car 
bonated and non-carbonated beverages alike which in 
corporates a substantial number of features of our prior 
valve mechanisms, and which, in fact, involves a novel 
modification of such prior valves, so that either type of 
valve may be manufactured with substantially the same 
machining and assembly procedures. Our prior mixing 
and dispensing valves, for carbonated beverages, con 
ventionally include three valves for ñavoring syrup, a 
common valve for carbonated water, and three operating 
levers, each of which is arranged to operate one of the 
syrup valves and the carbonated water valve. The ar 
rangement is such that when any of the levers is operated 
the carbonated water valve and a particular one of the 
syrup valves open, and a drink of the proper proportions 
ot' each component, properly mixed, is dispensed from the 
valve. By our present invention, however, we propose 
to modify this conventional valve so that one of the 
“syrup” valves controls the ñow of a non-carbonated base 
liquid, and to provide a novel operating lever mechanism 
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whereby one lever is operative to open syrup and car 
bonated water valves while another lever is operative to 
open two syrup valves, one of which “syrup” valves con 
trols the ñow of the non-carbonated base liquid. The 
arrangement is such that without substantial modiñcation 
of the valve proper, exclusive of the operating lever 
mechanism, the assembly may be adapted for serving both 
carbonated and non-carbonated beverages, selectively. 
A further object of the invention is the provision of a 

novel and effective yet highly simplified operating valve 
mechanism for adapting a conventional carbonated bever 
age mixing and dispensing valve for dispensing non 
carbonated as well as carbonated beverages. 
The above and other objects and advantages of the in 

vention will become apparent upon full consideration of 
the following detailed specification and accompanying 
drawing wherein is shown a preferred embodiment of our 
invention. 

In the drawing: . 
Figure 1 is a front axial section view of a beverage mix 

ing and dispensing valve constructed in accordance with 
the teachings of our invention; 

Figure 2 is a side axial section view of the valve ap` 
paratus of Figure l; I 

Figure 3_ is> a section View taken along line III-III 
of Figure 2; ' 

Figure 4 is a front view of one of the operating levers 
of’our valve mechanism; ' 

Figure 5 is, a front view of another operating lever 
of our valve; and ' 

Figure 6 is a section view taken along line VI--VI of 
` f Figure 5f 
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Referring now to the drawing, and initially to Figures 1 
and 2 thereof, the reference numeral 10 designates a 
generally cylindrical body member of our valve, which 
may be constructed of stainless steel, for example, or other 

The body member 10 is pro 
vided centrally with a bore to receive a vertically movable 
valve plunger 11 having an enlarged head portion 12 
and an enlarged lower end portion 13 which comprises the 
active valving element. Received in the lower end of the 

' body 10, below the valve plunger 11 is a tapered sleeve 
and plug assembly 14 which communicates with the valve 
11 and constitutes a restricted passageway leading there 
from. The assembly 14 is provided with a plurality of 
radially directed outlets 15 which discharge into an en 
larged water entrapping chamber 16 formed by a, shell 
17 and the lower axial end of the body 10. Communicat 
ing with the inlet of the valve 11 is a conduit 18 and 
passage 19, comprising an inlet source for carbonated 
water under high pressure. And, as is fully described 
in our co-pending applications, when rthe valve 11 is 
opened carbonated water passes through the restricted 
passage of the plug assembly 14, where the pressure of the 
water is reduced substantially to atmospheric pressure, 
after which the water is discharged into the enlarged 
entrapping chamber 16. A number of outlets 20 are 
provided in the shell 17, each surrounding the outlet of 
another valve, as will presently appear. ' ’ 

Slidably received in the body vmember 1,0, at the upper 
end thereof, is a thimble 21 which is in the form of an 
inverted cup and which overlies the head of the valve 
plunger 11. In accordance with the teachings of our 
prior inventions the thimble Z1 provides a large head 
area so that the valve 11 may be operated by any ofr 
a plurality of levers, as is desired in the conventional 
embodiment of the valve. ` 

Positioned on lopposite sides of the valve 11 are verti 
cally slidable valve members 22 and 23 which are em 
ployed in the conventional valve assembly as syrup 
valves. As indicated in Figure l, the valves 22 and 23 

'- lie substantially in a common plane with the water valvef 
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11_,_`an’drthis is> desired kininthewconventional valve as 
sembly so that either the valves 22 and 23, which nor 
mally control the flow of ñavoring syrup, may be op 
erated¿substantially` .simultaneously with the Wateryalve 

levers . positionedin sidefby-side.l relation. adjacent the, 
upper encilrofî thednodyy memberlû. ln accordanceuwith 
our ' conventional . construction, the .valves _22 and.v23 are 
resiliently` urged in. anïupward or. closingdirectiomîand 
arerladapted to be. opened t by L.downward’.force. exerted .l 
by operating levers having suitable Vcam surfaces thereon, 
as" ,will¿hereafter` appear. The valves` 22 and v23 are 
provided. 1witl1.¿sealing._ìmembers .¿ 22a 23aI at, their 
loweripnlds; whichl engagev :depending .tubes ._22b> „and 23h., 
tol-¿efffect-.theldesiredvalving operation. And inaccord 
ance with the~teachingsziofïour`~prior inventions. the 
lowerfends Iof.theftu'bes'în22i) and .23h vare positioned. con 
Cenfrisally- in like .Outletslß .ofthe enlarged .Chamber 16 
whereby. to ¿improve rnixingjyofl Athe Íbeveragecomponents 
andio, assure .propen washing of the îsyrup valves. after. 
operation thereof. 

Referring now to Figure 2, it will be. observed that 
we ¿provide .a / third ‘_ syrup. yvalve .A24 >Awhich v,is positioned 
forwardly> of the waterî’valve _11_,. in I.spacedtrelation toV 
the plane defined by the valves-22 Vand-23 .and waterv 
valveìll’."> Valve -2‘§:-._is_¿similar..in substantially. all re 
spects to valves 22 and 23. 

yOver'lay‘ing the._~_.last„mentioned .valve Í24 is a horizon 
tally disposed bar 25, one end of which is loosely re-~ 
œivefl infaßomplementary recessv inthe thir?ibls.. 21~ 
The arrangement is such that upon-a ‘downward moving . 
forceA being applied¿to-¿the ,_bar .25'both-the thimble 21 
and the bar are moved downwardly to simultaneously,y 
openavalves 111 andj_,24. While _.upon ¿application »of a 
downward force to the thimble alone, the bar 25 re 
mains stationary, permitting valve 11 to be opened with 
outgopening valve-24. 
Securedto the bodyl member 10, at the upper _end 

thçreof,¿are spaced supporting blocks 26 which are bored 
vertically' to receive retaining bolts 27. The blocks -26 
are-:also bored horizontally to receive-.a horizontally» 
disposed -pivot rod 28 which is located generally directly 
abovethe hvalves 11, 22 and 23, as indicated in Figure 3, 
for example. 

Itrshould ¿be understood »that the apparatus describedH 
in-¿the foregoingY ,is merelyour conventional mixing -and 
dispensing ¿valve-for- a plurality of car-bonated.beverages,» 
substantially asllset forth in our heretofore mentioned» 
co-ipendingjapplications» To aid in a fullunderstanding 
ofgourßpresent» and prior inventions it should vbe noted 
that ' ¿our conventional valve assembly we provide three 
operatingglevers, not shown, positioned> in side-by-side 
relationtronv the pivot -rod 28. The center lever of the 
three-_thas a cam surface overlying the horizontally dise, 
posed bar. 25 and the center portion of -the thimble 21 
sol thatupon operation of the lever water-.valve 11 and 
syrup-valve _24 will be, openedto vdispenseV a carbonated 
bever_age¿.of¿a.`.desired ñavorf The_outen-levers of the 
three ,eaeh have _cam surfaces overlying -oneioffthe syrup 
valves._»22 :or 23 and an edge portionof the thimble 21 
so,that» upon Ioperation ofeither of these last mentioned 
levers carbonated-beverages. of other ̀ desired flavors may « 
be dispensed. 
And, in accordance with the teachings of our prior 

inventions there vis provided at the bottom of the valve 
assembly, in surrounding and enclosing relation to the 
outlets >of all the valves, a mixing funnel 29 which col 
leetsthe beveragecomponents, assures proper intermíx 
ing thereof, and »dischargesthe mixed beverage from a 
central opening. 

>In accordance with the objects of our’present invention 
we 4seelgto provide a novel modification of our conven 
tionaly multi~ilavor. mixing .and dispensing valve :whereby 
the same maybe, utilized ̀ îfor ‘dispensing’ non-carbonated. 
asúwell; as »carbonated> beverages,~ the .objects Vcontemfk 
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plating the incorporation in such modification of a body 
member 10, with> its housed valving elements, which 
is substantially identical with that incorporated into our 
conventional valve whereby machining and assembly pro 
cedures may be standardized to a la'rge degree in the 
production of both types of valves. 

In the mixing and dispensing of non-carbonated bever 
ages it may be ydesired to use as a baseliquid. either 
fresh water or carbonated water having a veryflow car 
bonation in comparison with what is normally termed 
carbonated water. And we have found thatin eitherv 
instance it is unnecessary to provide for the restriction 
and trapping of such fresh or slightly carbonated water 
inasmuch as the pressures involved are substantially less 
and there is no problem of avoiding substantial loss of 
carbonation. Accordingly, we have found that such fresh 
or slightly carbonated water may be satisfactorily dis 
pensed from one of the valves 22-24 _which is _con 
ventionally utilized to control the flow-of ñavoring syrup. 

Thus, in the preferred embodiment of oui-‘invention’A 
we may connect a source of fresher slightly carbonated 
water, not shown, to the inlet of valve 23, for example., 
And upon opening of such valve the water‘may ñow., 
directly into the mixing funnel 29 without first passing., 
through any substantial restriction or trapping chamber„ 
as is desired indispensingnregular carbonated Water. 
Of course,> itis contemplated that a proportionate 

quantity of ñavoring syrup. will be dispensed simultane 
ously with‘the non-carbonated water; And for this pur 
pose weprefer to utilize Avalve 22, which -may be con 
nectedtova'source, not shown, of such syrup, and which,4 
in_‘accordance withf-the teachings of the invention, is ¿ 
caused. toppen simultaneously or substantially simpl: 
taneously with-the,` opening ofthe non-carbonated ‘watervll 
valve 23. ' ’ 

To operate thefvalvesv 22 and 23 in thel Imannezide-l 
sired we have provided a novel valve voperating member; 
30 which is provided with a pair of spaced butÍrigidly., 
connected operating cams 31 and 32 of the type> sholxtvnv 
inV Figure 6. In accordance with the teachingsß of 
invention .the-,cams 31 ,and 32 Vare disposed over.„tliçl 
exposed> heads ̀ of valves 23 and 22,'respectively,‘y`and„ 
arer‘rigidlyeonnected alongj their back edges _by ̀ an infn 
tegral bridging. member .33,‘there being _formed warning-_A 
tegral.;U_-shaped assembly, ̀ as shown in Figureß. „ The; 
camsv31 and `32 are also, provided with aligned,,bores` 
34y _and 35 which are. arranged to_ receive the pivotrndr~ 
28_ >whereby >the Y cams, mayjbe pivotallyl ̀ mounted in ̀ op;t j 
eratlve relation over the valves 22 and 23.> ' 

AsV shown in ¿Figure- 3,.in_the preferred embodiment 
of _therinvention cami31_,is _Of somewhat greater thick 
nessthan the cam32. Andintegral with and extending. 
upwardly from the inner Vedge of the cam‘31- is4 an op? 
erating lever 36 which is provided with a threaded upper 
end_portion to receive a knob'37. The. 'arrangement is 
such that an operator may grasp the knob 37 _and draw 
the same forwardly so that the cams 31 and 32 depress 
valves `22 'andV 23. to release components for, a non-car 
bonated> drink.` . »It will be understood, of course that 
such components are mixed in the funnel 29 `and ‘fur-4 
ther> during ,gravity flow into a cup or glass heldbelow. 
the outlet _of .the funnel .so thata uniformly mixed drink, 
is*l obtained. , 

Also4 mounted on. the. pivot rod. 28, .between .theninp 
tegrally connected cams 31 and 32.is a second valveopf, 
erating member. 38 havinga cam 39 which is similar, 
to the ̀ earns 31` ankd.32,jl but which _is disposed over the 
thimble21 and horizontallyu disposed bar` 25,V the,.ar;¿ 
rangementV being such tha‘t- upon rotation of the cam 39,` 
thethimble 21 kand bar 25~are simultaneouslyl depressed. 
toppen valvesv 24vV and,11_.. And vin Iaccordance with„the_ 
teachings of. theinvention. the Avalve >24. controls thetlow.V 
of _ñavoring syrupfwhilelltheïvalve 411„ havingran outletf 
raësaseleadins; tcfthe. ñowvmtrictçrf .14 and water trap~ 
ping,__chamber« 16 controlsnthe flow of jcarbonated watten,M 
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that is, highly carbonated water, which forms‘a conven 
tional component of carbonated beverages. ' 

Integral with and extending upwardly from the cam 
39, at the side thereof opposite the operating lever 31 
is an operating lever 40 for the cam 39, whichlast men 
tioned lever is also provided with a threaded upper end 
portion for receiving a knob 41. As will be apparent 
inFigures l ‘and 3 the operating levers 36 and40 are 
symmetrically disposed with respect to the valve assembly 
as a whole. And this is provided by making the cam 
31 wider than cam 32 as will be understood. ` 

In the embodiment of the invention herein illustrated 
the operating levers 36 and 40 are spaced rather widely, 
in order to obtain a more pleasing outward appearance, 
and therefore we have provided a recess 42 at 'the right 
hand side of the cam 39 so that the same clears the 
valve 22 at all times. . 

,Usually it is desirable to restrain the free movement 
of the valve operating members 30 and 38 somewhat. 
And for this purpose we prefer to provide an annular 
recess, as at 43 and 44, in each of the members 30 and 
38. The recesses 43 and 44 are adapted to receive con 
ventional O-rings, as shown at 45 in Figure 4, which 
frictionally grip the pivot rod 28 in the assembled appa 
ratus to thus provide a predetermined restraining force 
to all movement of the operating members. 

ln the illustrated embodiment of the invention we pro 
vide means to prevent or limit rearward movement of 
the levers 36 Vand 40 comprising lugs 47 and 48 which 
engage the upper surface of the body member 10 to 
provide a positive stop, deñning a normal or neutral posi 
tion for the levers. 
To enclose the mechanism at the upper end of the valve 

assembly we provide a cup-like cap 46 which is provided 
with. suitable slots 47 to receive the operating levers 36 
and 40. Screws, not shown, or any other suitable means 
may be employed to retain the cap 46 in yassembled rela 
tion. The funnel 29 is generally secured in a like man 
ner at the lower end of the assembly. And as will be 
readily observed, the cap 46 and funnel 29 serve to con 
tinue the general smooth contours of the valve assembly 
and to provide an overall pleasing outward appearance. 

lt should now be apparent that we have 'accomplished 
the objects initially set forth. We have provided a novel 
and highly simplified modification of our conventional 
carbonated beverage mixing and dispensing valve where 
by the same is adapted for the mixing and dispensing 
of a non-carbonated beverage as well as a carbonated 
beverage. 
As has been fully explained in the foregoing specifica 

tion we Ihave accomplished this modification without alter 
ing in any substantial regard the 'main body portion of 
the valve, including the body member proper and the 
active valving elements and other elements incorporated 
therein. Rather the modification is accomplishedv by 
means of a novel modification of the valve operating 
members whereby in place of the conventional mecha 
nism, comprising three independent levers, eachopera 
tive to actuate a separate syrup valve and a common 
carbonated water valve, we provide two levers one of 
which comprises spaced but rigidly interconnected cam 
operators which are arranged to operate two “syrup” 
valves simultaneously, and the other of which is arranged 
to operate a syrup and a carbonated water valve simul 
taneously in the conventional manner. Thus, in our 
present modification we may connect a source of fresh 
or slightly carbonated water to one of the “syrup” valves 
whereby upon actuation of one of the operating mem 
bers a non-carbonated drink is mixed and dispensed. 

Through our novel modification we may maintain sub 
stantially ystandardized manufacturing procedures in the 
commercial production of valve assemblies having widely 
divergent application in use, lall of which results in sub 
stantial economies as will be readily understood. And 
there, are further advantages accruing to the modified 
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apparatus in that the many advantageous features of the 
conventional apparatus may be retained substantially 
throughout. , _ , 

It should be understood, however, that the` embodi 
ment herein illustrated ‘and described in detailis intended 
to be illustrative only, and reference should be, h'ad to 
the following appended claims in determining the full 
scope of the invention. . 
We claim: ' ~ 

l. In a soft drink mixing and dispensing valve assem 
bly of the type having a body member, a mixing and 
dispensng chamber within said body member, a first cen 
trally disposed valve vertically movable in said body 
member, carbonated water inlet means leading to said 
first valve, outlet means for said first valve including 
water restricting and entrapping means, second and third 
vertically movable valves positioned in said body mem 
ber on opposite sides of said first valve, a fourth ver 
tically movable valve positioned in offset relation to said 
first valve, non-carbonated water inlet means communi 
cating with said second valve, syrup inlet means com 
municat-ing with said third and fourth valve, outlet means 
for said second, third and fourth valves, the outlet means 
foreach of said valves communicating with said mixing 
and dispensing chamber, each of said valves having a 
projecting head portion, a plurality of cams pivotally 
mounted on said body member above said projecting head 
portions for moving said valves; the improvement which 
comprises a first cam mounted for pivotal movement 
over said projecting head portions of said first Áand fourth 
valves and adapted upon pivotal movement to actuate 
said first and fourth valves whereby a carbonated bev 
erage is mixed and dispensed, second and third cams 
mounted for pivotal movement over said projecting head 
portions of said second and third valves, said second and 
third valves being positioned on opposite sides of and 
adjacent said first cam, and means rigidly interconnect 
ing said second and third cams whereby the pivotal move 
ment thereof is simultaneous to actuate said'second and 
third valves to mix and dispense a non-carbonated bev 
erage. 

2. Apparatus according to claim l further character 
ized by -said cams forming integral parts of operating 
members for said Valves, said first cam forming part of 
a first member having a lever extending upwardly there 
from, and said second and third cams forming integral 
parts of a second operating member having a lever ex 
tending upwardly therefrom. 

3. Apparatus according to claim 2 further character 
ized by said second operatingmem‘ber comprising a pair 
of spaced cam members, said means rigidly interconnect 
ing comprising an integral U-shaped member, said second 
operating lever being integral with and extending up 
wardly from one of said spaced ycam members, and said 
spaced cam members forming said second and third arms. 

' 4. In a soft drink mixing and ldispensing assembly of 
the type having a body member, a mixing and dispensing 
chamber in said body member, a centrally disposed first 
valve vertically movable in said body member, carbon 
ated water inlet means communicating with said first 
valve, outlet means for `said first valve including water 
restricting and entrapping means, three other vertically 
movable valves positioned in said body member in spaced 
relation with respect to said tìrst valve; the improvement 
comprising first and second operating members, said first 
and second operating members being pivotally mounted 
on said body member, said first operating member engag 
ing said first valve and one of said three other valves 
and adapted to open andclose the same, syrup inlet means 
communicating with said one of said three other valves 
and outlet means therefor whereby a carbonated bever 
age is mixed and dispensed upon proper actuation of said 
first operating member, said second operating member 
engaging the remaining two valves >of said three other 
valves and adapted to open and close the same simul 
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'táne‘óuslygsyrup ‘inlet mea'n's `c‘ommunica'ting’»with 'one of 
said'ïïre‘maining two valveslf’and ï'outlet" means' therefor, 
non-carbonated water inlet means communicating with 
thefo'th'erV of said two remaining valves and outlet means 
therefor whereby a non-‘carbonated beverage is'mixed ̀ and 
disltie'rise'dÀ upon proper actuation of~said second operat 
ing niemi'ier,1 and the: outlet means of said'valves com 
municating with said mixing and dispensing chamber. 

5. Apparatus according to claim 4 further'character 
izedibyt‘said valve`~assernb1`y` including means td‘pivotally 
inbuiit‘said 'operating members in side-by-side relation, 
said ii?st valve and said 'two remaining valves being posi~ 
tiônedlin'ïsideby-side relation below the pivotalaxis' of 
'said operating members, 'said ñrst operating member hav 
i?g‘"ïa_¿c'am"arranged "Ito op'en said ñrst valve and said 
’o?ëfof-’saiìlîfóther valves, and vsaid -second »operating mem 
ber=`havi?g a Ypai'r offspaced» cams ‘positioned on either 
s'i'de of'f‘said -íirstïoperating member and arranged to open 
ïsa'i'd >twó' remaining valves.' 
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8 
'6. Appar‘attis‘ according »to claim 5 further character 

ized by said Íir'StbperatÍ?g'Imember being offset to 'one 
side öf-'the centràl’axik’of‘said- valve‘assembly and hav 
ing 'an 'operating >leve'idexte'nding upwardly therefrom ad 
jacent' thel'sideïhereof'inòs‘t òtïset, said second operating 
lever having >'one cam of' greater ‘axial thickness than the 
other and~having r»an operating lever extending upwardly 
from the-«cam offgr'eater‘ thickness, and said operating 
leversl` being lspaced ‘substantially’ symmetrically onl 'either 
side of said centralíaxis.~ 
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